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Students demand answers, resolution via protest
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A call for change: Students chant and hold up picket signs in front of the Administration building on Monday, Oct. 5.
By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
Panther Staff

Attracting the attention of the news media, faculty,
staff, and the student body, a
protest evolved Monday, Oct. 3,
around 10 a.m. in front of the Al.
Thomas Administration building
as a result of what the protestors
said were unanswered questions,

miscommunication, and a demand for change.
The protest was reportedly initiated by a small group of
students from the Drama department whose primary concern was
the unexplained absence of their
instructor, C. Lee Turner. Sophomore Ashley Oliver said, "First
Prairie View took our teacher,
Mr. Turner, and tried to replace
him with other professors who

don't fully understand the job."
A student (name withheld) also
said, "We will be out here every
day at 10 a.m; if we have to sleep
out here and devote all our time
to changing these issues, then so
beit."
Soon, the protest began
to unfold as more students joined
and voiced their opinions about
other frustrations. For instance,
sophomore Kenneth Brown

remarked, "I've sent dozens of
emails to Dr. Wright regarding
our concerns about student affairs since the end of August until
now, yet all I receive in return is
an automated response. Students
have the right to be heard when
we've done everything according
to procedure but continuously
are disappointed."
Apart from financial
aid, another big issue raised by

protest participants was a claim
that faculty members totally
disregard what students deem
as important.
In a brief interview with
Dr. Joahanne Thomas-Smith,
provost and vice-president for
Academic and Student Affairs,
she said, • I believe in our right to
voice our opinions and be heard. I
also think that as long as students

see Protest page 16

C. Lee Turner placed on administrative leave
By Latisha Johnson-

Wallace
News Editor

C. Lee Turner, well
known as the director of the
Charles Gilpin Players and
coordinator of the theater arts
program at Prairie View A&M
University, has been placed on
paid administrative leave pending an investigation into certain

INDEX

allegations against him.
According to Dr. Danny Kelley, dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences, Turner's
leave began Sept. 1 and the
investigation also started at
the beginning of the fall 2005
semester.
"He has not been fired,
he is on paid administrative
leave and he is innocent until
proven guilty," Kelley said.
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Kelley, who has administrative responsibilty for
the department of music and
drama where Turner is employed as a tenured professor,
said Turner was removed from
the environment where the
investigation is taking place
to be fair to all concerned, and
"the procedure is not unique to
Prairie View." Turner will be
away for as long as it takes to
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complete the investigation.
Kelley said a committee of Turner's peers consisting
of fellow faculty members has
been appointed to conduct the
investigation, and the committee will present its recommendation to the president and
university after hearing all the
facts, and after full cooperation
from all parties involved
A temporary faculty

LIFFSIYLF.S & HEALTH/ 11
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member has been hired to teach
all of Turner's scheduled classes
this semester.
. The dean also said the
allegations against Turner will
not be discussed at this time,
because "it is privileged information and with fairness to
Turner and the univesity, the
allegations will not be discussed
until the university feels it is
appropriate."

(936) 857-2132
(936) 857- 2340 (fax)
PO Box 2876
Prairie View, TX 77446
panther@pvamu.edu
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In the Iiews ...
I Perfect example of
I why Connecticut cell
I phone Jaw passed
AUSTIN (AP) _ The drunken
driving case against Travis County Judge I
WALLINGFORD, Conn. (APL
Sam Bisroe should be ~ because Timothy Whitehouse might consider be-diabetes couJd have caused bis coordination I coming the poster boy for the state•~ :1ew
Drunken driving
charge against judge
dismissed

problems prosecutors said
prosecutor Allan Williams
said Friday that he will file a motion to dis~ the driving while intoxicated charge
against Bisroe after reviewing medical records and other evidence.
' 'Because of the opinion of all of
the medical experts, I have serious doubts
as to whether Mr. Bisroe was intoxicated,"
Williams said.
The 58-year-old oounty judge was
anested and charged in August 2004 after
an offirer observed his vehicle drifting within a lane and failing to signal a lane change.
According to the arrest affidavit, the officer
noticed Biscoe's bloodshot eyes and a faint
odor of alcohol, and the judge had difficulty

Special

ban on handheld cell phones while driving.

I
Whitehouse told police he was dialing a friend on bis cell phone this weekend
I when he plowed his car into a utility pole.
It was 2:30 a.m. Saturday and Connecticut's
new cell phone law was less than three hours
old
Whitehouse, 23, told police the
phone had distracted him. Police gave
Whitehouse a $100 ticket
law d~nitely needs to be
m place, Wlutehouse said
He escaped serious injwy, but his
car was totaled

I
I
I.
I
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Texas death toll
I from Rita rises to
100

balancingandfo\lowingdirections.
\
BlSCOe refused to ta'ke a blood
alcohol test but told the officer that be was
on medication for di.abetes and high cholesterol, the affidavit said.
/

The judge, who has maintained
DALLAS (AP) - The death toll
his innorenre, ~d
was satisfied the ·I from Hurricane Rita's assault on Texas
charge would be dismissed.
has risen to about 100, but most of the
' 'The system worked as it's sup- victims died before the hurricane struck,
posed to," Biscoe said. "fm pleased with eitherwhilepreparingforthestormorfleethe result."
ing from it, authorities said Thursday. The
evacuation of millions of people from coastal counties killed about 6o people, according to preliminary estimates, including 23
residents of a Houston-area nursing home
who were killed when their bus caught fire
and exploded outside Dallas.
Getting an accurate tally of deaths
related to Rita may take weeks."A lot of the
areas are still without power, water. They're
keeping notes on napkins," said Robert
PENSACOIA BEACH, Fla. (AP)_ Black, a spokesman for Gov. Rick Perry.
A red tide outbreak that began last month
For instance, in Walker County,
in southwest Florida has made its way com- north of Houston, five people over age 65
pletely a ~ the state's Gulf Coast to the died while residents fled the city. All had
western end of the Panhandle.
pre-existing medical problems.
F"1.9h kills and respiratory prob"They were all on the freeway, all
)ems for humans, both telltale signs of the in stalled traffic. Most of them were running
toxic algae, were reported over the weekend their cars without air conditioning," Justice
at this barrier island community.
ofthe PeaceAmy Bradley said. "Who's to say
Pensaoola Beach water safety su- whether they would have died at home?"
pervisor David Greenwood said he felt the
At least one person died as he
effects when he waded intotheGulfofMex- readied his home for the storm, a man in
ico on Sunday.
his 6os who fell and broke his leg in Texas
"It's just this persistent cough, City, between Galveston and Houston. He
but when it gets in your eyes, it's so much was a large man, could not get up and sufworse," Greenwood said.
focated.
It is the first significant red tide
Some also perished in the hurrioutbreak in the Pensaoola area since 1998, cane's immediate aftennath, which claimed
said Shelley Alexander, aquatic preserve the lives of people who tried to run generamanager for the F1orida Department of En- tors inside their homes and died of carbon
vironmental Protection.
monoxide poisoning. Power outages and
She said testing will continue this falling trees were blamed for at least 10
week to monitor the bloom.
deaths.
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Red tide outbreak I

now extends
throughout
Panhandle
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Grand jury re-indicts
Delay on new charges
By April Castro
Associated Press

AUSTIN, Texas (AP) - Rep. Tom
DeLay was indicted for a second time in less
than a week by a Texas grand jwy looking
into campaign contributions, a development
the former U.S. House majority leader called
' 'an abomination ofjustice."
The latest indictment, for one
count of oonspiring to launder money and
oneoount ofmoney laundering, was brought
hours after DeLay's lawyers attacked on
technical grounds another indictment handed down last week.
District Attorney Ronnie Earle did
not return repeated phone calls from The
Associated Press, but legal experts say the
new charges from the Democratic prosecutor were likely filed to head off a potential
problem with the previous charge.
Defense lawyers asked a judge
Monday to throw out the first indictment,
arguing that the charge of oonspiring to violate campaign finanre laws was based on a
statute that didn't take effect until 2003 - a
year after the acts in question.
It was unclear when DeMy would
appear in court to fare the new charges.
Brure Buchanan, a University of
Texas political science professor, said the
new indictment offers an opening for DeLay's defense team. "It's an opportunity
to claim these guys don't have a case, and it
allows the defense to allege that it's purely
political," be said
DeLay, 58, is the highest-ranking
member of Congress to face criminal prosecution. The initial charge, conspiracy to
violate the election code, forced DeLay to
step down from his GOP leadership post last
week.
If convicted, the money laundering charge carries a penalty of up to life in
prison. The charge of conspiracy to launder
money is punishable by up to 20 years in
prison. The initial oonspiracy charge carries
a punishment of up to two years.
' 'Ronnie Earle has stooped to
a new low with his brand of prosecutorial
abuse," DeLay said in a statement "He
is trying to pull the legal equivalent of a
'do-over' sinre be knows very well that the
charges he brought against me last week are
totally manufactured and illegitimate. This
is an abomination ofjustice."
DeLay and two political associates
are accused of conspiring to get arotmd a
state ban on corporate campaign contributions by funneling money through the DeLay-founded Texans for a Republican Majority Political ALtion Committee.
All of the charges stem from an
alleged check for $190,000 in corporate
money sent from the political committee to
the Republican National Committee and the
Republican National State Elections Committee. The national party then sent a similar amount of money to seven candidates

Rep. 1bm DeLay
for the Texas House of Representatives in
2002.

Prosecutors argued that was a
violation of the state's ban on the use of corporate money in local election campaigns.
DeLay attorney Diclc DeGuerin maintained
that the money spent on Texas candidates
was ''lawfully collected from individuals
who knew what theywere contributing to."
The indictment alleges that DeLay
knowingly facilitated the transfer of the oorporate moneyto help theGOPwin a majority
in the Texas Legislature. Subsequently, Texas lawmakers adopted a DeLay-engineered
congressional redistricting plan to put more
Texas Republicans in C o ~ strengthening the GOP grip on Congress as well.
Two of DeLay's associates, John
Colyandro of Austin and J'un Ellis of Washington, were previously indicted on charges
of conspiracy to violate campaign finance
laws and money laundering.
' 'The judicial inoompetence and
political hatred that Ronnie Earle showed
today demonstrates that Texans did not
elect their best and brightest to the position
of Travis County DA." Delay spokesman
Stuart Roy said '' Ronnie F.arle may truly
be the Elmer Fudd of politics."
The judge who will preside in DeLay's case is out of the oountry on vacation
and couldn't rule on the defense motion.
Other state district judges declined to rule
on the motion in his place.
George Dix, a professor at the University of Texas law school, said the new indictment appears to have been filed to avoid
the glitch with the previous indictment that
defense attorneys had claimed
Two other members of Congress
have been indictal since 1996.
Former Republican Rep. William
Janldow, of South Dakota, was convicted
of vehicular homicide and sentenced to 100
days in prison after bis car struck and killed
a motorcyclist in 2003. Fonner Democratic
Rep.JamesTraficant,ofOhlo, was sentenced
to eight years in prison after being convicted
on charges from a 2001 indictment accusing
him of racketeering and accepting bnbes.
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Salsa dancing in the streets

3

Student voices will be heard
Campus issues to be addressed using univesity protocol

1

Grooving to the beat:
,Students show off their salsa
•· dancing skills last Wednes1 day outside the MSC.
I

campus.

By Alanna Jones

L/H and A/E Editor
During a candid interview with Steve Ransom
director of student activites:
and Olu Oludayo, SGA President, they both explain how
and what procedures gi.ve all
students at PV a voice of their
own.

requests are not answered in a
Students can go to the timely fashion, SGA will move
SGA office to find out which up the chain of command to
senator represents their de- get answers for students."
partment." Oludayo continues
As the SGA advisor ,
to explain that once the sena- Ransom assured students that
tor is informed of the students' SGA i.s comprised of a gTOup
concern, SGA will handle the of individuals wbo are worksituation from that point.
ing together to be the eyes and
O\udayo out\ined ears for the students: "SG ' s
otheT ways student \ssues can ma\n -pr\oTities aTe to nave
be heaTd: ~u a stud nt want. admin'i. tnt.t'i.on a a\\ b\ ,u
to b com
b\ p · t
th
u n
n· t
\y • i u
solution, elections are held that poli<'ie and pro •dure

On M nd , 0 . 3 ,
many students and faculty
witnessed protests, headed every year for office. Also,
by the Charles Gilpin Play- students can personally e-mail
ers, that began in front of the me, come to the SGA office,

"Celebrating Latino
History Month"

administrative building, and or directly e-mail the departthen spread across campus ment in which students have
concerns."
throughout the day.
In the midst of the
Although he does not
reject the option to protest for protesting uproar, O)udayo
what one believes is right and said that a much needed projust, Olu Oludayo said that tocol will be put into place:
there is a protocol in place "Students need to bring speto handle all student affairs: cific concerns to the SGA's at"SGA has a senator to repre- tention and then those issues
sent every academic area on will be given to Dr. Wright. If

can be carried out effective-

ly.•
Oludayo wanted students to know that with him
as SGA president he wiIJ do
all that is in his power to

make sure students' rights
are protected, and their voices
are heard: "I am a different
person now than who I was
when I came to PV.
My true passion is to
give back to PV all that I have
gained from it. "

THE

Ballet Ganfuna
Tonight
Memorial Student Center
(MSC) Auditorium
6:30pm
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PV travels to Ghana

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

o's concerned, and who really cares?
All know how to complain but no one wants to make a dlange

y Latisha Johnson-

allace
ews Editor

Back to our roots: Dr. Lauretta Byars (center) enjoys her summer
in Ghana after being in talled queen mother of Aseseeso Village.
By Alanna Jones
L/H and A/E Editor

Dr. Lauretta Byars,
vice president of institutional
relations and public services at
PVAMU,andDr. KwakuAddo,
associate dean of the gradu•
ate school at the University of
Kentucky, held a forum which
introduced a new Ghana Study
Abroad Program Wednesday,
Sept. 21, in the J.B. Coleman
Library, and showcased their
first trip to Ghana which took
place this past summer.
Byars, who came to
PV about two years ago from
the University of Kentucky
after serving 32 years there
saw fit for PV to have a study
abroad program that traveled
to Africa. While at the UK she
and Addo began a program
that would allow students to
gain scholarships and credit
to study abroad. Before the
program was able to take off,
Byars came to PV, but not
wanting to disappoint the stu·
dents at UK, she proposed the

idea to Dr. Wright and other
supporters to start a study
abroad program to Africa at
Prairie View.
For interested stu•
dents and faculty, Byars began
to hold informative sessions
during the spring semester of
2005 so the group could get
better educated. Discussions
included everything from the
geography to the type of hotels
where they would reside. Byars
felt it was important for those
taking the trip to be as familiar
with Ghana as possible before
arriving on the country's soil.
The sessions were also an op·
portunity to explain why Ghana was chosen for the first trip
abroad. Among those reasons
was that Ghana is an English
speaking country, one of the
Africa's friendliest countries,
and this was also Dr. Addo 's
homeland.
Byars and Addo were
accompanied by four students
(Nichol Allen, Rebecca Williams, Naomi Owuor, and
Delores Guillory), and Dr. A.

Stanberry, Rev. Clarence Talley, and Tyra Metoyer. While
in Ghana they participated in
many tours, visited Ghanaian
educational facilities, took part
in drumming workshops, and
much more.
Byars attributes all
the hard work and purpose of
forming this program to this
fact: "The world has been made
smaller through TV and is so
much bigger than how we see
it. It is important for students
to study abroad because the
experience will give them a
different and broader way of
thinking. "Students will be
able to gain a better understanding of issues and become
more informed individuals."
Byars said that it will
take the interest of eight stu•
dents for the trip to Ghana to
take place again in the summer
of 2006.
Applications can
be found in Woolfolk, room
102 and information can also
be reached at ext. 4024 and
4824.
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On Tuesday night
students were invited and
encouraged to participate in
this year's first student body
forum hosted by SGA in the
A.I. Thomas administration
building.
This forum was an
opportunity for concerned students to voice their opinions
about issues on campus, and
to ask questions of administration to gain better understanding of procedures on campus.
After Monday's protest in front of the A.I. building, it was expected that students would attend the open
forum in droves, to speak out
and speak up for what they
believed. Unfortunately, this
was not the case on Tuesday
night. Only a handful of students attended.
A forum is designated
to let students speak and give
administration a chance to
defend their polices and procedures. However, Prairie View
students were silent and unaccounted for.
Those in
attendance represented the
student body as best as they
could, but the small number of
students in attendance could
not possibly speak for every
student on campus.
It's shocking to know
that PV students can make
a loud fuss about events on

campus, complain about what's
not being done, but won't take
the opportunity and initiative
to participate and be a part of
the solution .
This forum was what
many bad been asking for. It
was an opportunity to have
one's voice heard and to gain
more understanding and perhaps gain more knowledge of
how things are run on campus. But who attended? Who
acted as though they were
concerned?
If students are going
to complain, get upset, gripe
and complain to parents, but
aren't going to take the time to
actually come to these forums
and make an effort for change
then really, they have no room
to voice their unheard cries.
Students can complain
about financial aid and what it
has not done, what it will not
do and what it needs to do,
but what have you done? Have
you questioned the person in
charge?
Have you gotten your
facts to why? Have you tried
to understand and maybe work
with financial aid to get what
you need when you need it?
Complaining gets you nowhere,
but when facilities are open,
administration is present and
meetings are called, students
need to be in attendance.
You want your complaint beard, yet are not willing
to complain when the opportunity presents itself. Who is to
blame? The university? Sure,
we can blame Prairie View for
many things, but your lack of
involvement when it comes
to your concerns is not one of
them.
I encourage all my fellow Panthers to attend forums,
speak out at the forums, ask the
questions you have been dying
to ask. Grill em· for all I care.
Just attend.
Take the opportunity.
Show them that you do care,
you are interested and that you
will take a stand. Make your
voice heard. Loud and clear.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER
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First Katrina, then Rita

CAMPUS
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First student forum of the year
discusses current issues on campus

By Bridgette Outten
Black College Wire
Texas Southern University weathered the effects of Hurricane Rita with minimal damage
and a safe and orderly evacuation
of more than 10,000 students,
according to university officials.
On the main campus in
Houston, broken windows on
the university's unfinished science building and a few downed
trees were the extent of Rita's

Texas Southern to her parents'
house in Missouri City, about 20
miles southwest of Houston.
Because the house was
not in a mandatory evacuation
area, Davis' parents chose to stay
home.
"Luckily, the hurricane
decided to turn the other way
... it barely even rained here,"
Davis said. "Plus, when I saw the
situation on the highway on the
news -- people passing out, nmning out of gas -- 1 d ided that

wrath.

maybe it was the best thing for
me to just stay home."

The university initially
canceled classes Thursday and
Friday, Sept. 22 and 23, but
closed also on the following
Monday and Tuesday to allow
students who evacuated enough
time to return. Classes were to
resume Sept. 28.
"I was just like, 'not
again'," said Cassandra Davis,
who is continuing her junior
year at Texas Southern after
being evacuated from Xavier
University of Louisiana in New
Orleans as a result of Hurricane
Katrina. "I felt like all I was doing
this semester was running from
hurricanes."
She was forced to run first
from Katrina, then Rita.
Even though Davis was
worried, the Houston native and
pre-med/biology major did not
leave the area. She moved from
her off-campus apartment near

Despite projections that
Rita would head straight for
Galveston and Houston, the
Category 3 storm changed directions. Some of the most extensive damage in Texas occurred in
the cities of Beaumont and Port
Arthur. Lake Charles and Cameron, La. also felt the effects of
Rita's 117-mph winds and heavy
rains.
For students who had
no transportation and nowhere
to go, the university arranged
shelter.
"The evacuation was absolutely necessary," said Winifred
King, Texas Southern's director
of communications. "All indications were that this was probably the most dangerous storm
to head this way in years. While
meteorology is not an exact science, it was exact enough that
we needed to get out of here.

HOI\11:ES FOR SALE
100% FINANCING
No closing Costs
Less Than Perfect Credit
FR.EE CR.EDIT REPORTS
Call Now
Peak Realty
979 921-9530

financial aid. "We are very serious about financial aid. We are
working hard around the clock.
We have some major issues to
overcome," Byars concluded.
Athletic Director
Charles McCle11and addressed
the issue of the student athletic

the football stadium."
McClelland mentioned
that a "$150 athletic fee is
equivalent to a season pass."
The Student GovernTexas Southern Uniment Association hosted a Stuversity administration can
dent Body Forum on Tuesday
afford to buy some student
Oct. 4 in the A.I building. "I'm
tickets
and give them to a select
the voice for the students. I
group of students, as well
did this so you an (students)
as pay a portion of the stucould voice your opinions.
dent price for the general
This is your university,"
population of students;
said Student Government
Prairie View cannot afford
Association President Oluto do so.
dayo Olusanya.
McClelland explained
Don Byars was
that
the purpose of the
present on behalf of finanstudent athletic fee was
cial aid where he addressed
to "raise the overall comthe implementation of a
petitiveness of the athletic
new financial aid system, as
program,"
which has been
well as a new staff. "We had
accomplished.
to implement a new finanMary Lee Hodge, the
cial aid system, where usuvice president of business
1
ally we have 1~- 8 months; Don Byars, associate provost for
affairs, addressed tuition
we only bad stx months to
and fees. The major conimplement the new system. enrollment management, addresses
cern of students pre ent
Recently, Aug. 1 5 , Tracy students at Tuesday night's forum.
was the recent increa e of
Matthews was brought in
tuition.
and she will be addressing her fee. "We initially bad tbree
"ibe spea'\ters were
staff as well as the new system,"
initiatives for imp1ementing a very ade~uate witb tbeir anhe continued.
student athletic fee: to increase swers and they w re we\\ \nByars mentioned tbat
atb\etic cbo\us\frps, t renoin the near future tbere wou\d vat faci\iti , and t r n at formed on th \r \ -p\ , t \ d
sop\\omoT
b more forum
ole}y for

By Jameka Merriweather
Panther Staff

Texas Southern Univesity students prepare to board the
bus to Texas A&M University on Sept. 22.
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The Answers
Weekly Update for Freshmen

lliEA INFO YOU SHOULD
KNOW

terms
Are
Coming!

You must have a grade of 'C' or better in your
developmental class (es) at mid-terms to be able to
pre-register for the spring.
Check out the following URL: http://calendars.pvamu.edu/ for information about
our Quick THEA testing schedule or caU 936/857-2747.

WELCOME FRESHMEN TO PANTHER LAND!!
Univenity College also wishes to welcome our visiting students
from Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. You and your families
are in our hearts and our prayen!!
PV Family: Help us "Celebrate our Afro-Latino Roots" during
Latino Heritage Month!!

Thank you to all the students who participated in the
Community-Wide Clean-up. It was a great success/I I
The UCFL has begun its season!! Good Luck to all involved!!
Attend your building programs .••be a part of the solution!!!
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Gulf Coast Jews try to mark high holy days High priestess of
By Rachel Zoll
Associated Press

Bad luck keeps following
Stephen Richer. Last year at the
tart of Rosh Hashana, a hurricane evacuation sent him and
a cantor at his tiny Biloxi, Miss.,
synagogue on an odyssey a<.Toss
the state to find a congregation
where they could mark the Jewish New Year.
This year, as the High Holy
Days begin Monday night, Richer
will once again be searching for a
spiritual home. His conservative
synagogue, Congregation Beth
Israel, is one of many across the
Gulf Coast that have been shuttered by extensive damage from
Hurricane Katrina.
"I'm very happy to have this
year over," Richer said. "We've
had a lot of tragedy."
The 10-day period of repentance and renewal, among the
most important in the Jewish calendar, arrives as Jewish evacuees
are scattered throughout the
country, their homes destroyed,
their jobs gone and their future
unclear.
Victims say the generosity of
religious leaders in cities where
they've sought refuge has helped
ease discomfort about celebrating the holidays in an alien environment. Orthodox Jews have
found housing for evacuees
near congregations so they can
observe the Jewish prohibition
against driving on the High Holy
Days. One Florida rabbi packed
his Cessna with kosher meat
and cheese, Sabbath candles
and challah and flew the supplies to Biloxi, where members
of Beth Israel may hold services
at a military base. Other Jewish
groups have sent prayerbooks,
while Baptist, Roman Catholic
and Unitarian churches have offered space for services.
Still, many displaced Jews say
the pain of having lost everything
will only be compounded by
observing sacred rituals among
strangers.
"I think the word is bittersweet," said Ruth Kullman, president ofTouro Synagogue in New
Orleans, a Reform congregation
that was damaged and will not
reopen for the holiday period,
which ends with Yorn Kippur, the
Day of Atonement.
Kullman, her husband and her
93-year-old mother-in-law fled to
Memphis where Kullman's sister
lives. "We're all so grateful to be
here and together. We're just sad

that we can't be celebrating the
way we always had," she said.
Jewish leaders don't know
when - if ever - their communities will reunite.
About 10,000 Jews lived in
the New Orleans area and Eric
Stillman, executive director of
the Jewish Federation of Greater
New Orleans, has been trying to
track them. Working out of the
Jewish Federation of Greater
Houston, he has contacted about
1,400 of the 3,600 families who
were in his organization's database. Synagogue leaders have
started their own online lists, but
many families still have not been
reached.
"It's hard to predict," said
Stillman, who fled New Orleans
with his wife and two children.
"Some people have said they're
not going to come back .... Some
people have already returned."
Those able to get home have
found their synagogues with
smashed roofs, shattered windows, flooded basements, and
mold and mildew growing in
sanctuaries. As Katrina battered
the region, anxiety spread among
Jewish leaders about the Torah
scrolls inside the buildings.
The scrolls, which Jews believe
contain the word of God, are the
holiest objects in Judaism.
About a week following the
storm, a caravan of Jewish volunteers, accompanied by armed officers from outside New Orleans,
went into the city to retrieve the
scrolls. Some members of the

mission had to swim through
floodwater to reach their buildings, but all the Torahs were
retrieved intact.
StiUman drove about a dozen
of the Torahs to Houston, where
they will be used in worship over
the next 10 days. Rabbis and
cantors from New Orleans-area
congregations wiJI be leading
some of the services in college
auditoriums, churches and other
sites around the region.
Betty Zivitz, executive director
of Congregation Temple Sinai, a
New Orleans Reform synagogue
of 850 families, said she was "trying to make as normal a holiday
as possible."
Zivitz and her husband spent
weeks moving from Jackson,
Miss., to Memphis to Mobile,
Ala., before returning to their
damaged but inhabitable home
in Metairie, La. She has been
meeting with insurance adjusters
about repairs to the synagogue,
where the basement was filled
with two feet of water and rain
damaged the upper floors and
ceilings.
Zivitz and her family plan to
drive to Baton Rouge for the holiday, where her rabbi and cantor
are leading services.
"All of us are somewhat distracted. We're not going into the
holiday season as we would have
in the normal meditative state,"
Zivitz said. "I do think when we
get there, we're going to realize the importance of this very
meaningful break."

Afro-Brazilian temple
dies at age 80
Associated Press

RIO DE JANEIRO - (AP)
-- Olga de Alaketu, the high
priestess of one the oldest
temples of the Afro-Brazilian
religion Candomble, 80, died
of complications from diabetes, hospital officials said.
Alaketu presided over the
Ile Maroia Laji "terreiro,"
as Candomble temples are
known, which was established in 1636, making it one
of the oldest in the coastal
city of Salvador da Bahia,
where the religion is based.
She was buried Friday.
Alaketu's terreiro was frequented by prominent figures,
including Brazilian writer
Jorge Amado and French an-

thropologist Pierre Verger.
Earlier this year, the terreiro
was declared a national heritage site by Brazil's Culture
Ministry.
Candomble is an animist
religion brought over with
the African slaves, mostly
from Nigeria and Benin. Followers incorporate spirits in
ceremonies filled with music
and dancing that often last
throughout the night. The
ceremonies can also involve
animal sacrifices.
"In the last 40 years, we
can consider Mother Olga
as the greatest proponent of
the religion of the Orixas in
all Brazil," said pop singer
and Culture Minister Gilberto Gil at the ceremony
declaring the terreiro a national heritage site.

Welcome back from the
Delta Alpha Chapter of

~aBB&·'-·
Patrice Bell
Sharita Griffin
Priscilla Jones
Nneka Meka

Essence Robinson
(The ONLY five official and recognized members)

www.deviousdeltaalpha.com

f'holo courtesy AP

In search of a spiritual home: Stephen Richer, president of
Congregation Beth Israel, stands outside his synagogue which
is unusable for the upcoming Jewish holy days.
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Letter to the Editor

Student angered by several campus issues
Dear Editor,
It is already bad
enough that every morning
I have to commute to school
because of the ridiculous
cost to live on campus,
and then when I get here
I can't find a parking
space because residential
students are parking in
them. Then my professor
holds me after class just to
tell me that I am about to
get dropped, even though I
turned in all of my financial
aid papers, W-2 forms,
1099, and etc. early and in
an orderly fashion .
Then I climb the
ever-mounting stairs of
the MSC all the way to

the third floor just to hear
that the system is down and
that counselors aren't seeing
any students ... "Please come
back." I sometimes wonder
if I would have had to deal
with such drama if I had gone
to a predominantly white
institution?
Probably not, but the
issue is not about an HBCU or
a more mainstream institution,
it's about the laziness that
seems to be "acceptable" in
faculty and staff. Since we
are so famous for producing
productive people why not
hire productive people who
actually do productive things
except twiddling their thumbs
all day.
In my opinion I pump

too much money into this
school to be treated as
a second-class citizen! I
know that I pay tuition, but
my tax dollars at my part
time job pays someone's
salary around here.
If I go to a
restaurant and pay my
money l want satisfactory
service. When I go to
the gas station and pay
my money I want super
unleaded. When I pay
Verizon I want 500 min and
free nights and weekends,
but when I pay PV they let
me down every time with
unacceptable BEHAVIOR
and SERVICES!

How I ended
th
Campus paper wrong to u P on ~..w~~~~,
-A Gradu ating Seni or

• h N ~wor d cartoon
·
Publls

By Beverly Mount
Bladt College Wire

More than 50 angry
students have protested in front
of the offices of the Independent
Florida Alligator newspaper at
the University of Florida in response to a controversial cartoon that showed rapper Kanye
West holding "The Race Card."
Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice says in a text bubble, "Nigga please."
Some administrators
joined the students in protesting
the Sept. 13 cartoon, and even
University President Bernie
Machen asked the Alligator staff
to print an apology. But according to an opinions article posted
Sept. 19, the Alligator staff does
not feel as though it has done
anything wrong. In fact, staff
members feel they have shed
light on an issue that needs intensive care.
The editorial cartoon
should not have been published.
In an argument, a person may
hear something he or she does
not like, but blocks it out. Whatever message the cartoonist and
the Alligator were trying to send
was lost in translation because
of the impact the word carries.

By Sarah Wakefield
Fac:u\tyConm b utor

When I tell people I
teach English at Prairie View
controversy.
no place in intelligent conversaTo many, this was A&M, they tend to respond in
not just a racist act, but one one of three ways: "Ob, I'm
tion.
Mike Gimignani, edi- of ignorance and immaturity. so sorry!" or "Where's that?"
tor of the newspaper, said one Sometimes when people are in a or "That's a ...black school,
of the reasons it separated from position to force their opinions right?" One gentleman even
the university was to become on others, they may act without said, "Do they even speak
"independent,• and to be able to thinking about how that opinion English out there? " and
then lectured me on why my
exercise true freedom of speech, may affect others.
however the staff saw fit.
It brings me to an old school is an embarrassment
Andy Marlette, student saying: "To whom much is giv- to bis people. I doubt he had
illustrator at the paper, said he en, much is required." With a ever met a PV student.
Misconceptions
did not intend for his cartoon to weapon as powerful as a pen, a
also circulate on the Hill.
person has to act responsibly.
be seen as racist.
When l arrived on campus
Marlette said the term
in 2002, I heard people say
"nigga" was taken from
that anyone who took a job
popular rap lyrics and coat PV, particularly a teaching
medians.
job, couldn't get a position
But rappers do not
anywhere else. Ouch.
represent the entire black
Finding wo r k as
community. Yes, there are
a college professor poses
some black people who use
challenges. In most fields ,
the terms "nigga" and "neseveral hundred applicants
gro" in acknowledging their
compete for one opening. It
peers, but many blacks use
is even harder if you want
the terms in an effort to deto live in a particular city.
sensitize the hurt and huTo land a teaching position,
miliation they cany from
the general wisdom says,
400 years of captivity and
you must be willing to move
servitude.
anywhere. I wasn't willing.
Marlette said he
I wanted to be in Houston,
put "Nigga please" in the
a decision that caused most
cartoon because he could Mount: it was not just a racist
of my friends and mentors
picture a black woman sayat the University of Texas
ing that to a black man. act, but one of ignorance and
to believe that I had lost my
That is just not a good immaturity.
mind.
enough reason to start up
They used a racist term that has

diffeTent\y , favoT'l.nr, qua.\\ty
of \ife. Wnen \ saw a 30b
ad for Prairie View, I
rejoiced. Granted, at the
time everything I knew about
PVAMU fit on a very short
list: HBCU, good engineering

and nursing programs, and
source of floodlights I could
see from Highway 290 at
night. Yet my research about
the university revealed an
up-and - comer, strong in
its sense of history and
determined to keep pushing
the standard of excellence.
My PV interview, unlike
others, left me feeling
inspired. I wanted to work
with students who come
to college for more than
partying on their parents'
dime. When one university
offered me a job and another
moved me to the final round
of contenders, I called the
DeanofArtsandSciencesand
flat out told him I preferred
to come to PV instead, if they
would have me.
Far , from being
my only choice, therefore,
Prairie View was my first
choice. Going into my fourth
year on the Hill, I like to
think I'm contributing,
making a difference, keeping
most students awake in class,
and teaching some valuable
skills. Have I lost my mind? I
hope not. I believe I've found
a home.

S
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Thanks to Katrina, my first
apartment lasted a week
By Rebecca .K. Roussel
Black College Wire

I bow tltev •re not trvfn.,
to do ~ Is site /or reatf

Huned u,11Ms is • hd
dreaa.t! Its t1a.e /or ftrfP, .,.,
An.,d M•tCv eonv7,ieed a.e to
,te4,e 000, l,ut I ,ieed to do
roii.e rout re•re#tfn., f,elore I
••Ice suelt • Ule ton., 4eeTrio,..

MIPFORUM I

in Oetof,er.
e ,going to II
vote. CaU
f,ecaure ro

Yeah, t hd no
tia.e to re«ax, f>c,♦ I
tllous,ltt efi,out vou
a(( night.

The pictures of me
moving into my first apartment
are still in my apartment.
I lived at 4500 Elysian
Fields Ave., Apt. 112, in the
Gentilly area of New Orleans.
What did it matter that my
first apartment did not involve
monthly rent, and included
a meal plan through Dillard
University, where I was a senior
mass communication major. It
was still my own. My first.
Notice the past tense:
"lived."
On Aug. 29, I had been
in my new apartment for only
a week when it was damaged
by Hurricane Katrina and the
floodwaters that came when the
levees were breached a day later,
destroying it. These, and later
fires, ravaged the campus. The
hurricane caused wind damage
to my parents' home and my
wonderful, sweet New Orleans,
where I was born and raised.
Now 1 am supposed to
make a list of everything I lost
in that apartment to prepare an
insurance claim. I tried, but I
had to stop. I would write three
things, and then I would get
frustrated, and then I couldn't
write any more.
It's not just the things
that I lost. It's the feelings;
the places I remember from
childhood. The walks on Decatur

Street, to go eat my favorite had two twin beds when I moved
powderybeignetswith my family. in, so I pushed them together
The Saturday nights hanging out to make a bed that was even
with my friends on Bourbon larger than a king. When king
Street. Just being able to walk in size sheets did not fit the bed, I
Harrah's Casino after I had my bought two sets of twin bedding,
and it worked out fine. The
21St birthday this past summer.
I moved into my offcampus apartment, not five see Apartment page 16
minutes
from Lake
Pontchartrain,
on Aug. 18. I
was decorating
my new pad,
room by room.
Everything had
to match. My
plan was to work
from the back of
the apartment
to the front. I
had already
completed my
bathroom and
bedroom,just in
time for the first
day of school on
Aug. 22.
I kept
thinking, "Man,
I have my own
place and I
am so excited
about it.,. Really
excited.
T h e
w,·
. ,,,
next week, I
Moved
out,
but
not
by
choice:
Rebecca
settled into my
cozy bedroom Roussell in the John B. Cade Library on
with its red and Southern University's Baton Rouge
khaki curtains. I

What is your opinion of the protest?
I feel the students at PV are addressing issues that never should
have occurred in the first place.

-Lonnie Ross
Freshman
Communications

Hev Roa.eo. I 1-Ne

SON tfllur , fteff to
1et off Ille e,-e,t. l>o

you ltNe • reef

F• r#lo, (et it

campus, where she is now enrolled.

It's a good idea. PV is messing
up. I'm about to get evicted,
and I can't get my work-study
check.

-Rylon McDuell
Senior
Construction Science

•« out.

You ltwe 'fl#f
undMde4 .+tentio,..

I believe they have a good point
based on my experience alone
because they are losing my paperwork slowly. Changes need to be
made.

I feel where the students are
coming from, because I don't
have financial aid. However
they took it too far and made
themselves look like fools.

-Terrance Shaw
Sophomore
Business

-Shaena Rivera
Sophomore
Accounting

Kenyetta Allen
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Caught out of sync, Panthers lose state fair classic 50-7
By Rashad Morgan
Sports Editor

Pbo1o cow1coy oC Gitoop M' Mbijjc"'c

Leading the way: Panthers running back, Arnell Fontenot racing past Tiger defenders, scored the team's only touchdown, and rushed for 51 yards.

The Prairie View A&M University
Panthers (1-2, 0-2) and Grambling State
University Tigers (2-1, 2-0) entered the
Southwest State Fair Classic with several
things in common. Both teams easily won
their season openers and entered the game
coming off blowout losses. The Panthers
and Tigers also entered the game with
identical 1-1 records. Unfortunately upon
completion of the game that's where the
similarities between Prairie View and
Grambling State stop.
In the first quarter both
teams failed to produce any points on
their opening possessions. The Tigers
committed a costly mistake on their
opening drive fumbling the ball in the red
zone with the Panthers recovering, while
Prairie View was forced to punt the ball
away on their opening stanza.
On Grambling State's second
possession, senior quarterback Bruce
Eugene threw his first touchdown pass of
the game to Moses Harris. Eugene threw
another touchdown pass to Clyde Edwards
34 seconds before the end of the first
quarter to increase their lead to 14-0.
Gramb\ing State took a 2.1.-0
advantage on a touchdown pass from
Eugene to Herny Tolbert at the 5:12 mark
that brought the score to 21-0. Prairie
View countered at the 1:05 mark of the
second quarter scoring their first and only
touchdown of the evening. Sophomore
running back Arnell Fontenot took the ball
to the end zone for a four-yard touchdown
run. The scoring drive was set up by
sophomore Riante Jones' blocked punt,
giving PV.AMU the ball at the GSU fouryard line.
At the end of the half Grambling
State led Prairie View 24-7 a~er connecting
on a 44-yard Shawn Millson field goal
attempt as time expired.
In the third quarter, Prairie
View's ninth ranked SWAC defense held
Grambling State to six points while the
Tigers defense held Prairie View's offense
scoreless.
The fourth quarter saw Eugene
put on his best performance, throwing
three of bis seven touchdown passes.
His first TD was a 56-yard pass to George
Piggott, his second, which broke Doug
Williams' school record of94 touchdowns,
was a 35-yard pass to Henry Tolbert and
his last, which would be his longest TD
pass of the night, was a 74-yard toss to
Edwards.
Eugene finished the game with
618 passing yards and seven touchdowns.
Tolbert led the Tigers receiving core with
175 yards and two touchdowns.
"Broce Eugene is an extremely
good quarterback. I put him in the same
category as Doug Williams and Steve
McNair," said Prairie View bead coach
See Classic on page 11
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Lady Panthers win first soccer game of season
Team dominates Alcorn State 5-3 after scoreless first half

10/8 @ Alcorn State 2 p.m.
10/15 @Alabama State 7 p.m.

Volleyball
1016 vs. Paul Quinn 2 p.m.
10/7 @ Pine Bluff 3 p.m.
10/12 vs. Texas
Southern 7 p.m.
10/14-15 @ Lady Jaguar
Tournament TBA

St )CCcr

10/7 vs. Texas
Southern 6 p.m.
10/14@ Southern 4 p.m.
10/21 @ Alabama A&M 2 p.m.
.

SWAC
Football Standings
East

One on one: Junior, Catherine Burnley dribbles the ball downfield and protects it from Alcom defenders Friday.
By FJisa 'fimm and Palmer Perez
Panther Staff

The Prairie View A&M Lady
Panthers split their weekend contests
against Alcorn State and Mississippi
Valley State at the Lady Panther soccer
field on Friday and Sunday respectively.
The gray cloud banging over the Lady
Panther soccer team was blown away
with it& first win of the season over
Alcorn State 5-3. The win also gave the
Lady Panthers their first conference
victory of the year. At intermission the
Lady Braves held a 2-0 lead and were in
control of the game.
"We didn't make many
adjustments at halftime," said head
coach Felicia Davis. "I told the team to
find the answers within themselves as to
why we weren't playing up to our caliber
and that's what they did." En route to a
comeback effort, Prairie View's first goal

was scored by senior Nancy Rodriguez at
the 57:36 mark in the second half. The
goal shifted the momentum toward the
Lady Panthers' side.
"Once we scored our first goal,
everyone on the team felt the pendulum
swing in our direction, and they just took
off from that point" said Coach Davis.
Freshmen Gloria Andrade and
Jessica Palomares added two goals at the
31:02 mark and 26:27 mark of the second
half respectively tying the game at 3-3.
Sophomore Kallena Marshall scored the
go-ahead goal with 16:24 remaining in
the game to give the Panthers the lead for
good. Marshall sealed the game with the
last and final goal of the game with 3:56
left to play to. For the game, Prairie View
goalkeeper Amy Miller recorded seven
saves and captured her first win of the
season. Prairie View's Kallena Marshall
chipped in two goals and one assist. Two
days later, on Sunday, the Lady Panthers
took the field against Mississippi Valley

State. The contest was close from start
to finish as each team was held scoreless
in the first half. With 10 minutes
remaining in the second half, Mesa's
Ashley Bailey scored an unassisted goal
to put Mississippi ValJey State ahead 1-0.
The lead stood for the remainder of the
contest as Prairie View fell, dropping its
second conference game of the season.
Prairie View goalkeeper Miller recorded
nine saves in the contest, aJlowing only
one goal.
·
"We'll have to come out focused
on Friday if we plan on defeating Texas
Southern," said Davis. "We control our
own destiny at this point, so it will be
important for us to execute up to our
capabiJities."
The Prairie View Lady Panther
soccer team will return to action on
Friday Oct. 7 when they host Texas
Southern University. The game will be
played at the Lady Panther soccer field
at6p.m.

.Alabama State
Jackson State
Miss. Valley State
.Alabama A&M
.Alcorn State*

4-0, 4-1
2-0, 2-2
2-2, 2-2
1-2, 3-2

0-2, 1-3

West
Grambling State
Southern
Texas Southern
Ark. Pine Bluff

Prairie View

2-0, 2-1
1-2, 1-2
1-2, 1-2
1-2, 1-4
0-2, 1-2

*Prairie View's next opponent

UCFL
Monday's Results
Build.(42)-18 def. Build.(41)-12
Build.(45)-21 def. Build.(36)-20
Build.(35)-20 def. Build.(40)-12
Tuesday's Results
Build.(43)-6 def. Build.(38)-0
Build.(37)-18 def. Build.(39)-6

.,
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HBCU player NBA bound
By Roberta Dooms
Black College Wire

In late June, basketball players from American
colleges and high schools, and
some from foreign countries,
walked ae,-ross the stage of New
York's Madison Square Garden
and shook hands with National
Basketball Association Commissioner David Stern. The
ritual was a first step in the
young men's journey to play in
the NBA.
Tim Parham, a senior at University of Maryland
Eastern Shore, is waiting for
his chance to shake the commissioner's hand. After declaring for the NBA draft in May,
Parham withdrew his name so
that he could return to school
for his senior season.
"I wanted to get my
degree and have one more shot
at having a winning season,"
the 6-foot-9, 240-pound center
said. "Also, I think my stats will
improve dramatically with the
incoming players I'm anticipating," said Parham.
He.averaged 29 minutes, 11.4 points and 8.6 re-

bounds per game; 14 points and
10 rebounds in conference play.
If drafted, Parham, a 22-year-old
criminal justice major, would be
the first player from the MidEastern Athletic Conference
(MEAC) since the Sacramento
Kings picked Jerome James in
the second round in 1998.
The last time a player
was drafted from UMES was in
1974, when three players were
chosen. Parham, who attended
Ellsworth Community College in
Iowa City, Iowa, might not have
truly gotten a chance to show
off his skills for the NBA during
the summer, but he still learned
some lessons.
"The NBA is a business.
It's also mainly politics," he said,
adding, "Getting drafted is based
on potential."
The draft in recent years
has not been about the potential
of players from black colleges
but of those from other Division I schools. Many, including
Parham, believe that there is an
assumption that the talents of
players from historically black
coUeges and universities are
inferior to those in bigger conferences such as the Atlantic
Coast Conference (ACC) and Big

Ten. The assumption about the
level of talent, as well as the lack
of exposure, has led to fewer
than a handful of players from
historically black colleges in the
league.
During this year's NBA
playoffs, two players from black
colleges, Ben Wallace, who had
gone to Virginia Union, and
James, Florida A&M University,
participated.
"My biggest reason I entered the draft is I believe in my
heart the NBA has a place for me
to grow and excel in e.xcellence. It
is my dream and something I've
worked hard for thus far," Parham said. Parham was recruited
by Big Ten colleges but decided
to go to Eastern Shore because a
cousin was on the staff.
Parham has vowed that
even if he is not drafted out of
college, one day he will reach
the NBA. "Even if I have to do a
couple years in Europe, I will be
in the league one day," he said.
"My sports information director
got a call from a scouting agency
in which they named me top 70
in the draft. I'm just going to
build off that and keep my faith
in God. He'll steer me in the right
direction."

FALL2005
MIPFORUMS
The Department of Student Activities & Leadership will offer MIP
Forum Sessions in the Memorial Student Center Auditorium

Wednesday, October 12, 2005 6:30 PM
NEW REGISTRATION PROCESS
The Membership Intake Program (MIP) Forum Registration wilt be online. Simply access the form
through the Student Activities & Leadership website under "Forms" and complete the form onlinc. Print
the typed document and bring the MIP registration form to the MIP Forum. Forms will be available
online ONLY and it MUST BE TYPED. To enter the auditorium, you must present your PVAMU ID and
MIP Registration Form.
NOTE: Students must use PVAMU email address. The MIP Registration Form will be considered "incomplete" if the required email address is not provided.
PROSPECTIVE MEMBER GENERAi, ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA FOR MIP:
§
Having earned 30 credit hours at the University. Transfer tudents mu t have earned
12 credit hours of the 30 credit hours !\.'quired frum Prairie View A&M tJniversit). (Cummlly, enroll<ld student)
§
§
§
§

Have a 2.700 cumulative GPA
A full-time student
Be in good standing with lhe University
Complete one t 1} MlP Forum during the semester of Ml P participation

Failure of the n:quesu:d indiyidiJolt to !11:nd the minimum one (I} MIP Fonnn l'ill fo::fcit htl,'h<r opponunil)' IA) panicipatc lll 1hc uni,fflity·i full ~ Mcmt-cMip lnlDkc
Progr.im.

Photo cootu:sy of Michael Kossman

He got game: Parham, a senior at University of Maryland Eastern Shore, waits for next summer to see if
he'll be drafted into the NBA. Players from HBCUs
have little exposure as compared to \)\ayers at
Division l schools.

Tarver wins decision
over Jones
By Dan Rafael
Associated Press

Although he fared
better than in his two previous
fights, Roy Jones Jr. looked
like a tired, old fighter in losing his third consecutive bout.
Antonio Tarver scored his
second victory in their trilogy,
pounding his way to a unanimous decision in defense of
the world light heavyweight
championship.
While Jones, 36,
bounced around the ring reluctant to engage, Tarver, 36,
stalked and landed enough
heavy shots to pile up points.
The judges had it 117-111, 116112 and 116-112 for Tarver.
In a post fight interview, Jones (49-4) said that
he would like to fight again.
He would welcome a fourth
bout with Tarver or another
duel with Glen Johnson.
"He was beat by a
better fighter. Period. I am
one of the best fighters in
the world. You all thought I
would be one-punch happy
but I passed my test. I did my
homework. I wasn't assured
of victory until they raised my
hand," said Tatver.

Classic from page 9
Henry Frazier. "He's a tremendous athlete and he put together
an outstanding performance
tonight"
Fullback Kerry Wilson
led the Panthers with 68 yards
rushing while fellow teammate
Fontenot chipped in 51 yards on
the ground.
The Tigers defense held
Panther quarterback Michael Hill
to 38 yards on 6-of-13 passing
attempts. Back-up quarterback
Chris Gibson, who entered the
game in the fourth quarter, threw
for 33 yards going 2-for-9.
"Our defense played
well and our secondary unit
played outstanding," said
Grambling State head t,'Oach
Melvin Spears. "The game was
a dog fight all the way until the
end. Prairie View is a much
improved team, we need to take
this win in stride and continue
to improve."
Prairie View's top
ranked rushing defense held
Grambling State to only 51 yards
on the ground on 22 carries.
"We won't be losing
many athletes at the end of this
season," said Frazier. "Our
team will be bigger, stronger,
and faster next season as well as
being more experienced. Hopefully, we can give them a better
game next year."
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The medical corner
s mo k I n g M a r I J u a n a 1 0 1
•

■

Prof. Dennis E. Daniels,
MPH, Dr. PH and
Treeza Okeyo
• fcdical Corre.l)Ondents

The big question
these days when it comes to
drugs is if marijuana should
be legalized?
Marijuana is a widely
u ed drug and is also popular
with college students. The
percentage of young adults
aged 18 to 25 who report ever
using marijuana was 5.1 percent in 1965, but increased
stead'i\y to 54.4 percent in

1982. Although the rate for
young adults declined somewhat from 1982 to 1993, it
did not drop below 43 percent

•

When smoked or eat- with school work, family reen, marijuana triggers a mild sponsibilities and most imporeuphoria and increased sensi- tantly, health.
The optimal way to
tivity to bodily sensation and
other perceptual distortions prevent abusing drugs like
that are usually experienced marijuana is to not begin the
experiment. This can be done
as pleasant, but not always.
The effects peak with- by getting involved in extrain an hour or two and fade in curricular activities such as
three to four hours. After af- sports and school organizafects include a slight hangover tions. If you are currently
and impaired concentration. using marijuana and/or other
Other effects of marijuana drugs and desire to stop, there
include, but are not limited to, are rehabilitation centers that
an increased heart beat which are available to help. For more
adds strain to people with information visit www.rehaheart disorders and high blood biJitation-center.org/.
For more information
pressure. Marijuana contains
carcinogens which elevate the on the risks associated with
risk of developing cancer. It marijuana and other drugs visalso lowers sperm produc- it the Prairie View Department
tion in males and affects the of Public Safety website: www.
hormones that control the pvamu.edu/police/dps/drugs,
menstrual cycle in females. or call 936-857-4313.
Information in this
ijuana contains more than 420 Other effects are destroyed
different chemical compo- ne-rve cells, and respiratory artice has been compiled from
The science of drug abuse and
nents. THC alone breaks down problems.
Long-term use of addiction www.nida.nih.gov/
to at least 80 different byproducts which take awhile to be marijuana can lead to addic- infofacts/marijuana and www.
tion which in turn interferes doitnow.org.
eliminated from the body.

and actually increased to 53.8
percent by 2002.
At the moment marijuana is illegal but the effects
are known and are not wellliked as it correlates to our
health.
Some of marijuana 's
adverse health effects may occur because THC (delta-9-tetrahydrocannabinol), the main
active chemical in marijuana
impairs the immune system's
ability to fight off infectious
diseases and cancer. The membranes of certain nerve cells
in the brain contain protein
receptors that bind to THC.
Once securely in place, THC
kicks off a eries of cellular reactions that ultimately lead to
the high that users experience
when they smoke marijuana.
Apart from THC, mar-
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Body art: making apersonal statement
By Dyan Harris
Panther Staff

On Prairie View's
campus there are all forms
of body art. Some are body
piercings such as naval or
tongue rings, but most body
art is tattoos.
A tattoo is a permanent mark or design made
on the body when pigment is
inserted into the dermal layer
of the skin by means of ruptures in the skin's top layer.
It is argued that tattoos have
existed since 12,000 B.C. In
today's society tattoos are very
common. About 15 percent of
Americans have tattoos, and
roughly estimating, about 60
percent of Prairie View students have at least one tattoo.
Why would one get a tattoo?
A Jot of people have
tattoos related to family and
religious reasons and some
people get tattoos for sentimental reasons such as sopho-

more Dimitrix Gregg who says,
"I want a tattoo of my brother
because be died."
Scriptures from the
Bible and the Holy Cross are
some of the most popular religious tattoos. Some people
get tattoos just to be different. Freshman Derrick Wilson
explains, "I wanted a tattoo
because I wanted one, but I
also wanted to stick out from
the crowd."
In contrast, there are
a number of people who don't
want a tattoo. The reasons for
not getting one varies. Sophomore Demeeka Rogers states,
•1 don't want to have a tattoo
because I don't want a brand
on my body forever and I don't
like pain." Other reasons
may be that it's not allowed
in their household, afraid of
needles, and religious reasons. Sophomore Eris •Red"
Henderson says, "I wanted
one at first but I read Leviticus
19:28 in the Bible and it said

'Ye shall not make any
cuttings in your flesh
for the dead, nor print
any marks upon you."'
There are many people
who don't have a tattoo
but want one.
There are many
precautions that one
should take when getting a tattoo. Getting it
done safely is the first
precaution. Although Individual style: Students display how
it might look a whole tatoos can go anywhere on your body to set
lot cooler than a big
you apart from the crowd.
scab, a new tattoo is also
a wound. Like any other
dealing with bodily fluid.
slice, scrape, puncture, cut, needles, gloves, masks, etc.).
Furthermore, if the
Professional studios
or penetration to your skin, a
tattoo can cause risk for infec- usually take pride in their studio looks unclean, if anycleanliness. Check to see if thing looks out of the orditions and disease.
It's very important to the tattoo artist is a licensed nary, or if you feel in any way
make sure the tattoo studio practitioner, has an autoclave uncomfortable, find a better
is clean, safe, and all utensils (a device that uses steam, place to get your tattoo.
Tattoos are becoming
used are sterilized in closed pressure, and heat for sterilpacking before use. It is also ization), and follows the uni- a trend in today's society and
important to make sure that versal precautions which are they are more acceptable, so if
all equipment used can be regulations that outline pro- you have one or not, take pride
diposed of (in the case of cedures to be followed when in your body image.
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Obesity: the silent killer

Not just a 'Baby's Daddy'
children alone. "There was
By Brandie Terrell
no question, that's me over
Panther Stoff
there/ Jeff declares, while
"Daddy,comewipe he is staring at his son, as
my behind," are the words if seeing him is a constant
of Jaylon Franklin, the reminder of why he.has to
lively and spirited, four- be on his grind. Jeff admits
year-old son of Jeff Frank- that Raja's mother offered
lin. As ,Jeff tends to his son, to take care of Jaylon, but
it is moving to hear the way he turned down her offer.
the two interact, like two He goes on to say that a
old friends. Their story lot of young parents dump
is one of distinction and their children on the grandsignificance.
F e 1 1 o w parents, but that is the
Panther Jeff Franklin, a se- easy way out. Jeff is out to
nior criminal justice major, establish that he is not just
is a single father who wants a "Baby's Daddy."
Jeff clears the air
to set the record straight.
He is proof that there are when he says that, "It is
men who are ready, willing, not hard, you just adapt to
and able to step up to the it." He's speaking of single
plate and take care of their parenting. From the outresponsibilities as fathers. side looking in, it doesn't
Ever since Jaylon's seem like the simple life.
birth on July 6, 2001, Jeff But Jeff says, "Anyone put
has been a constant in his in this position should just
son's life. During Jaylon's reschedule, and repriorifirst two years, he shared tize."
joint custody with Raja
Jeff has a very norWilliams, his son's mother. mal life, if you ask him. He
Then in October 2003, Jeff is a regular on the dean's
felt that Jaylon needed to list, as well as the vice
be around his father. It president of the Criminal
took time to convince Raja, Justice Club. He reveals
but Jeff finally received full that this whole situation
custody. It was February has made him more spiritual, as well as more mature.
2004 that Jeff received
the call that would change He now looks at everything
both Jaylon's and his lives- in a different light.
When asked if Jayforever. Raja had passed in
Ion ever asks about his
her sleep.
Though Raja's mother, Jeff says, "Yes,
death was tough, Jeff re- though he doesn't totally
veals that, "Single mothers understand, he knows that
do it all the time." In other she's in heaven with God
words, women are repeat- and the angels." Jeff nevedly forced to raise their er uses the actual words
"death" or "die"
around his son,
and when you ask
Jaylon where his
mother is, he just
points toward
heaven.
Jeff wants
people to know
that he didn't do
this interview to
get praise, but
rather to put the
other side of the
story out there.
There is such a
thing as young,
black, single fathers. Jeff is one
of them and his
son Jaylon is
ample proof that
these fathers are
oto ; . arquc.c en
doing
their jobs,
Taking care of business: Jeff
and
doing
them
Franklin with son Jaylon FrankJin.
well.

By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
Panther Staff

Briskly walking by a
stranger, she desperately tries
to catch her breath. Her body
is sweating, her heart is pounding, and she is highly fatigued
just trying to reach her destination. As she struggles to walk
into her 8 a.m. class and take
a seat, she soon realizes she
can·t find a desk to accommodate her size. Frustrated, she
quickly grabs an unattached
chair and pulls it to the back of
the classroom while simultaneously reaching for a king size
Twix candy bar.
Obesity is not only a
disease common among many
races, but a killer of the black
race. Merrian-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary (11th Edition)
defines obesity as a condition
characterized by the excessive
accumulation and storage of
fat within the human body.
According to the United States
Centers For Disease Control
and Prevention ah, estimated
six out of 10 Americans are
obese; of that percentage black
Americans make up a significant amount of these statistics.
With that in mind,
calculate a few external demographics such as family
background and location and
obesity becomes as abstract as
non-objective art. Culturally,
the idealism and justification
behind the thought of being
overweight has softened the
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reality of such a critical issue
within the black community.
"Oh you 're just bigboned" or ''It's just baby fat "
has poised the painful motif of
obesity for many African American children and adolescents
with the purpose of promoting
self-esteem, only to later be
informed through media/society that they are seriously
overweight. While this harsh
reality may be important, many
black Americans still perceive
being big or thick as a symbol
of beauty and health.
On the contrary, mainstream society views corpulentness or obesity as a huge problematic and uncontrollable
issue. For starters researchers
developed a method termed
Body Mass Index (commonly
referred to as BMI). This system takes height and weight,
as its primary focus by means
of measuring "body fatness."
The following is the actual
formula for circumspecting
one's own body mass index:
BMI= Weight in Kilograms/
(height in meters) 2..
Surprisingly, many
people on this campus who attempt to cipher their BMI upon
reading this article may come
to the shocking realization
that there is a possibility they
could be classified as obese
or dangerously overweight by
scientific standards.
In the same way that
scientists have come up with a
formula to cultivate full body
assessment, it has also been
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proven that serious obesity
can pilot a series of utterly
reprehensible and undesirable
disease; for example diabetes
heart disease/stroke, and hypertension just to name a few.
Specifically, diabetes
and hypertension are the top
health risks as a result of being overweight or obese for
many African Americans. Not
to mention one of its number
one factors, which is physical
inactivity. Other issues such as
genetics, changes in the genetic
pool (meaning after decades/
centuries your gene pool has
altered), and environment have
often been argued by scientists
and everyday people alike yet
enough research has not been
done to prove these speculations.
Toggling between
her chips and soda, a female
student (name withheld) says,
" I know I'm big and I don't
have any health problems so
I'm content. Besides, I have to
eat enough sweets to keep me
sweet" as sbe laugbs trave\ing
back to her tab\e in tbe cafeteria.
In any case, many
people base size and image as
a state of mind proclaiming to
categorize themselves as only
what they think they are and
not what society theorizes .. .in
other words simply put "you
are what you eat" is as good as
it gets when it comes to many
of us regardless of what could
be defined in a dictionary or
scientific standards.

Mark Your Calendar!
Homecoming King & Queen's Ball
"Reflections"
William "Billv. J. Nicks Fieldhouse
Wednesday, October 26, 2005
7:30 PM

Homecoming King & Queen's Ball Information
Organizational/Departmental Representatives Participation
Regi tration Deadline: Wedne day, October 19, 2005
Regi·tration Packets available Harrington Science Bldg., RM IO& or www.pv mu.edu/ tndentactMties "Fillable
Forms'
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The Review
Kirk Franklin: Hero

Norvella Haywood
Coming straight out of Austin, Texas, Norvella Haywood is named after her great-grandmother who has 13
children.Haywood is the first of her grandmother's greatgrandchildren to go to college.
Haywood is 18 years old and resides in building #42
where the "Classy Ladies of the Harbee" (harbee means unity
in Swahili) are located.
Having attended predominantly white schools all of her
life, Haywood has always dreamt of experiencing her college
career at an HBCU.
- ~ - Ph<>1oby· Mul'l1ueseAllen
In her spare time, Haywood enjoys dancing, singing,
meeting new people, and is interested in becoming a PAL
because she was involved in an organization just like PALS
since she was in the eighth grade. She likes the family bond between its members and
the way they take care of freshmen.
By majoring in interior design with a minor in business ma~agement, Haywood
hopes to one day own her own interior design business working w1th real estate co~panies to build brand new houses. Her favorite actor is Jamie ~ox, f~vo_rite actress 1s
Juha Roberts favorite TV show is Laguna Beach, and her favonte art1st 1s John Mayer
because he is '"too soulful to be white. His CD teUs a story, and whenever I Jisten to him
all of my troubles seem to go away."
.
Haywood · derives her inspiration from her own mother who raised her as a
single parent along with her three sisters. Haywood's biggest goal is to show everyone
in her family that no matter what obstacles are put in front of you, it is possible to go
to colJege.

Ryan Anderson
Eighteen-year-old Ryan Anderson hails from Houston,
Texas and resides in building #36. Anderson came to PV because the students are friendly, close to home, and the nursing
program is excellent.
Anderson's dream is to get his Ph.D. in nursing and
have a long successful career. His hobbies include talking on
the phone, spending time with his grandmother, being sociable,
and volunteering at the nursing home where his grandmother
resides.
Organizations that Anderson is involved in include:
Club Flava, BSM, and hopefully a writer for the Panther in the
near future. His favorite TV show is Martin, favorite actor is Jamie Fox, favorite actress
is Halle Berry, and his favorite artist is Beyonce because "she is fro_m my hometown and
no matter what she went through in life, she never let anything get m the way of her suecess."
Anderson is the oldest of three siblings and his special interests include writing poetry, short stories, and flirting. If there is one pro_ble~ that Ander.son _has wh~le
attending college it is time management. He often finds 1t d1fficult to mamtam a social
life and school work, but Anderson always tries to look at life in a positive manner. The
words that Ryan lives by day after day is, "To be great, is to be misunderstood."
By: Sharonda Peals
Panther Staff

By AIMEE MAUDE SIMS
Associated Press

On Kirk Franklin's
latest album Hero, when the
gospel superstar sings "To all
my people in the struggle, you
think God's forgotten about
you, here's some pain medicine," he's describing pain
he's all too familiar with.
On the cathartic track
Letting Go, Franklin somberly
recounts being given up by his
mother, struggling with pornography and sex, and getting
high in the church's parking
lot to Tears for Fears chorus:
Shout, Shout, Let It All Out.
Then Franklin's stellar vocal
ensemble delivers the "pain
medicine," singing in unison
on the title track: Jesus, You
AreMyHero/
You came and
you saved the
day.
The
album contains Franklin's typical
but
explosive mix of
hip-hop and
R&B-flavored gospel.
He also uses
samples from
soul classics
from
Earth
Wind
and
Fire's Keep
Your Head to

the Sky to
You Bring
create this
the soul."

Randy Crawford's
the Sun Out to
"comfort-food for
Patrice Rushen's
Haven't You Heard provides
the funky underlay to the
stand out track Looking for
YOll.

Buoyed by a boisterous horn section and percussion work by Sheila E., the
well-crafted album has Franklin moving nimbly through
gentle a cappella interludes
from Fred Hammond and
Yolanda Adams to vocal freefor-alls with J. Moss and Tye
Tribbett. Add to the mix guest
appearances by Stevie Wonder
and Marvin L. Winans, plus
Franklin's singing and DJ-ing,
and you've got a tablespoonful
of sugar that makes this medicine go down even easier.
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P.V. Student Housin,:
Now Leasing
3 Bedroom Homes
$385 I per month
24687 Richards Rd.
PEAK REALTY
979-921-9530
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Eve11tsfor October 6-12, 2005
Thursday. 10/6

Saturday. to/8

National Depression
Day Screening
9 a.m.-10 a.m.
Student Lounge

Football
Prairie View @
Alcorn State
2p.m.

University College
Pageant
Noon-9p.m.
Student Center
Auditorium, Rm. 111

Cross Country
Texas State Classic
San Marcos, Texas

NABCJ Meeting
5 p.m.-5:30 p.m.
Woolfolk, Rm. 103
NAACP Meeting
6 p.m.-8 p.m.
Banks,Rm.204
Karnation Kourt
Book Review
6:45 p.m.-9 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 202

Monday.10110

Career Services
CAB
Board Meeting
Raytheon and Exxon Mobil
Allday
5:30 p.m.-7:30 p.m.
New Science, Rm. A.101
SGA
NSF Stem
Voter's Registration Drive
Enhancement Meeting
11 a.m.-3 p.m..
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Outside MSC
NSCI, Rm. A103
Delta Sigma Theta
Multicultural Affairs
Midterm Study Tips
Latino Movie Night
Noon-2 p.m., MSC
7p.m.-9:30 p.m.
MSC,Rm.111
NAACP
Membership Drive
Sigma Gamma Rho
Noon- 2:30 p.m., MSC
The PRHOfessional
7=22 p.m.-9 p.m.
CAB-Hump Day
Delco
Noon-2 p.m., MSC
Picnic- 4 p.m.-10 p.m.
Student Park .
Student Activities 8r
Leadership
MIPForum
6:3op.m.
MSC Auditorium

BSM Rehearsal
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Chapel
Alpha Lamba Omega
Bible Study
7 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Chapel

Blackstone
Pre-Law Society
6 p.m.-7 p.m.
Woolfolk, Rm.103

ta Phi Beta Seminar
7:20 p.m.-9:20 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. Al.01

FOCCS
Bible Study
7 p.m.-9 p.m., Chapel

Friday. to/7

Sunday.10/9

Tuesday. 10/11

Sherwin Williams
Submit resume:
monstertrak.com
All Day

There are no campus
activities posted for this
day.

African Students
Association
6 p.m.- 7 p.m.
Banks,.Rm. 208

Alpha Kappa Alpha
Information Forum
6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Hobart Recital Hall
Women's Soccer
Texas Southern@
Prairie View
6p.m.
Volleyball
Prairie View @
Arkansas-Pine Bluff
3/5p.m.

Weduesday.10/12

Alpha Kappa Alpha
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
NSCI, Rm. A.101
Gamma Phi Delta
Bible Study
6:30 p.m.-7:45 p.m.
Chapel

Zeta Phi Beta
Seminar
7=20 p.m.-9:20 p.m.
Animal Science
Auditorium
Sigma Gamma Rho
Diary of a Mad Sigma
Woman
7:22 p.m.-9 p.m.
Banks

Kamation Court
Seminar
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 205
Zeta Phi Beta
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Banks, Rm. 202
BSM Rehearsal
7 p.m.-10 p.m.
Chapel
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Ex Issues
By LaCheryl E. Whitlow
Have you ever had an ex-issue?
Let me explain don't be confused
An ex-issue is when you're with him and
He's with you, but he's still real cool with
The girl he had before you? You try to be
Calm you want him to be the one but you
Can't help but to think, "Dang what's going on?"
Why is it snll okay for her to call his phone?
For some strange reason she can't leave him alone
You second guessed yourself if what they had
Is really gone
Don't be afraid, to tell him the bad news
Let him go, he got ex-issues
When in doubt, go without don't be confused
He's not ready for you ifhe got ex-issues
All the recent arguments involve her
He bought her a ring, gave her his heart,
In his wallet her picture
He said things with you are a lot better
A man's action you watch his words don't matter
And what's his excuse for her emails and letters?
Day to day you try to understand and hold anger in
But if she hurt him so bad, why are they still friends?
A relationship can't grow if it never begins
When is the lie going to end?
Don't be afraid to tell him the bad news
Let him go he got ex-issues
When in doubt, go without and don't be confused
He's not ready for you ifhe got ex-issues
Though he's telling you it's not like that with her
You trying not to appear all jealous and bitter
But if he's putting another woman before you
Chances are he still got ex-issues
He's still holding a piece of her so how can he hold you
They broke up but he's still there when she needs him too
He can't let go so you gotta read the clues
Before you end up snout nose, looking for tissues
Feeling all down and out and confused.

1. Isn't it about time someone protested against the administration?
2. Aren't we glad the band finally did a field show? 3. Who is just
now finding out they got dropped from the system? 4. Does that
mean they cannot do MJP? 5. Jfan organization demands only good
looking people, shouldn't they have good looking people in it?
6. Who can't wait for the homecoming step show? 7. Can KKPsi
and Tau Beta Sigma step against PAN to have more competition?
8. Is the UC pageant rigged? 9. Who doesn't have a Sprint phone?
10. If your phone does not play radio ringers don't you think you
need an upgrade? 11. Who had the cafeteria smelling like catfish
on Thursday? 12. 50 to 7, are we going through a depression? 13.
If we take away the athletic fee would it make the footbal1 team
play harder? 14. Should we all be protesting against financial aid?
15. When are they going to start serving the student body who pays
their bills? 16. Who knows what really happened in Dallas? 17.
Will anyone ever find out? 18. When is building 43 going to realize that it's a building and not the hood? 19. Didn't they come to
college to find a way out of the hood? 20. What do you think?
This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are
not the views of The Panther. Want to tell us what you think?
Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at panther@pvamu.edu. Questions are printed at
the discretion of The Panther.
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from Apartment page 8

I

bedding was white with a khaki
comforter. Three pillows in red
pillowcases, and my brand new
Delta Sigma Theta afghan, with my
sorority's crest and Greek letters,
adorned my bed.
I was proud because my
room colors reflected my bold and
outgoing personalify.
Then on Sat., Aug. 27,
about 8 am., my mother called to
tell methatlshooldcomehomeand
ride out the storm with the family. I
jokingly told her that I wasn't going
home until they kicked us out ofthe
complex.
And about~ hours later, it was like Paul Revere when the
British we.reroming. Our apartment
manager knocked on eveiy door in
thecomplex, wamingthestudentsof
the huITicane. There was a mandatory evacuation of the campus and
its housing. We had to beoffcampus
by5p.m.

CAMPUS
Some of her boxes were
unopened still. She threw a raincoat
over her television to protect it. I
chuckled at that.
From her baloony on the
second floor, we tried to guess how
high the water could come up if
Katrina producedastonnsurge.We
concluded it was not possible for the
watertorisetothatlevel,becausethe
apartments were on high ground
But I began to wony because I was

CDs. I expected to be gone for about
two days.
I sprayed for insects before I left. My mom said it was the
perfect time to do it because itl'd be
away from the fumes, and there'd
be time for the repellent to start
working. Because I was spraying in
all of the cabinets, I took all of my
nonperishable food and placed it in
plastic ~ on top of the refrigerator. I did not think to bring the food

on thefustfloor.
By this time the complex
of about 55 residents was empty,
except for me, my friend and~
other girls. I said my goodbyes to my
friend, gave her a hug and told her I
Wllild see her in about two days. It
was about 4:30 p.m.

with me.

When I arrivedhome-on
the WestBank, whichisjustoverthe
Crescent City Connection Bridge

overtheM.ississippiRiverandabout
15minutesawayfrommyapartment
-mymmilymembersweregathered
in front of the relevisions, debating
whether to leave or stay. The battle
went on in my mot:ha-'s head well
into the night. We left about 5 am.
Sunday and found ourselves sitting
in traffic, and traveling bade roads to
avoid more traffic. It took about 10
hours to reach Dallas.
We did not know we'd be

WEDNESDAY, 0C:TOBER
I have heard many stories,
butljustwon'tknowwhatto believe
until I see it with my own eyes.
I know that my first-floor
apartment was flooded. How high
did the Wdter get? I don't know. I
was told about 7 feet I have tried
to picture that much water in my
first-floor apartment Iams feet, 11
inches tall, and it gives me chills just
thinking that had I been there, the
water might have risen to my rhin
and past. Knowing that some of
my peers went through exactly that
makes me shudder.
I don't know if I will be
allowed to return to salvage anything.
lfI am, it will not be a joyous homeooming. but onefilled with
tears and he.artache.
I envision the pictures of
me in my first apartment floating
around in a sea of contaminated,
muddy water. I think of my Sweet
16 photo of me with my Dad, and a
million pictures of me with my line
sisters and friends, and the photo
albums of my college life.
They may all bedestroyoo.
For now, I don't know.
What I do know is that
sometimes, the fear of the unknown
isworsethanknowingthetruth.And
I was going to buy more frames for
my photographs when I got back to
school, to finish the task of decorating my first apartment

5,
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students even under their worst
circumstances. When advisors
are unable to do so they become
equally as frustrated with financial
aid issues as do the students." Regarding Tomer, Thomas-Smith did
state that she has a lot of respect for
Turner and she was instrumental
in recruiting him. She added that
Turner has not been terminated
from the university. However, she
did not elaborate on Turner's exact
status.
Dr. MichaelL. McFrazier,
associate provost for Academic and
Student.Af{airs, added" In ooncurrenre with what Dr. Thomas-Smith
said, wearecommittedtodiversity,
accountability, and quality, and
have made a commitment to the
student body, parents, and the staff
. of Prairie View A&M University to
do exactly that
In a separate interview
with Don W. Byars II, assistant
provost for Enrollment and Management, be said, "The one thing
I'd like is for the students and
faculty members alike to give the
new director offinancial aid, Trarey
Matthews, an opportunitytoimplementand evaluate the changes that
need to be made so that students
canseethedramaticresultsofsuch
a dedicated administrator." Regardinghisviews about the student
protest he said, "Students have
the absolute right to exercise their

I went to prepare my
aparbnent for what was to come.
I took the recently opened boxes
containingmynewspaperdipsfrom
my internships, my portfolio, and a
bundle ofpictures and I placed them
on the sofa. I thought that would be
Having gone through this high enough. I rolled my television
drill many times before asa native of and DVDplayerintothelivingroom away from home indefinitely.
Katrina wreaked havoc
the area, I honestly did not rush out closet, and threw magazines and
on New Orleans and beyond Upof my apartment. SUre, I knewthere other things on the top shelf.
In my bedroom, I gath- rooted by Katrina, the big tree in my
was a C.ategory 5 monster headed
straight for the place I cailed my new ered everything that was on the floor parents' front yard is still re&ing on
home for aweek, and for my perma- and placed the i ~ in drawers. I the house. At Dillard, floodwaters
nent home ofthe past 21 years. Bull took my clothes hamper out of the receded to reveal muck, debris
neverfathomed whatwouldhappen bathroom and placed it on my bed. and tangled tree branches. Frres
If the water was going to get in, I of uncertain cause are said to have
in the coming days.
So, I warmed up some just wanted to have my clothes up destroyed three campus ~ opinions freely about anything. The
dinner rolls from the night before high, I was tmn1cing. My room had The semester is canceled.
After a week and a half
students arethereaeonwearehere.
to snack on, and sat down in front ~ closets. The shoes were on the
from Protest page l
which consequently means their
of the television. I watched mainly closet floor. I surveyed everything away, I could have stayed in Dallas,
but I wanted to be closer to home. I protest in acoordanre with protocol opinions more than count."
BEf and M1V (my mvorites), and and thought it would be fine.
I grabbed two pairs of enrolled at Southern University in their perspectives should be equally
The protest did end
then realized that I should tum on
dealt with. Regarding numerous peaceably, but the organizers ofthe
the local newsorthe WeatherOian- shoes and an outfit for church the Baton Rouge.
I still have not been able questions about financial aid she protest said it is only the beginning
nel,so I could see where Katrina was next day. ThafwasitNoacressories,
no other clothes, shoes, handbags; to see what is left of my first apart- said, "'The advisors in financial aid of what is yet to come from memheaded.
sincerelywantto get awards out to bers of the student body.
How did it become so nothing from my large oollection of ment.
powerful in such a short time? The
day before, 1 reamed the storm had
-entered the Gulf, but I was not really
paying attention to the weather. I
just knew it was the typical Louisiana, hot weather. It never dawned
on me that it is always calm before a
hurricane hits.
.
I thought I should get
some gas and swing by Popeye's to
· get my favorite three-piece chicken
strip dinner with a large order of
green beam. Well, the lines at the gas
statioM were ferocious. I was third
in a trail ofcars that overlapped onto
the highway with motorists waiting
to gas up. Still, after I filled up, I went
to Popeye's and a-erything seemed
normal.
(A few blocks East of the campus)
I went back to my apartmentand visited with my best friend
from Sacramento, C.alif., who lived
on the second floor. I sta}'ed there
with her for the longest, talking
about last year's mandatory evacuation for Hurricane Ivan, which
Refreshments will be served.
tu.med away from New Orleans at
the last minute. That time, my fumily did not evacuate. We were out of
school for only two to three days.
WANT TO WRITE .FOR THE PANTIIER BUT NEED A LITl'LE HELP?
Frustrated, my friend and
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I did not want to leave our apartments.

ATTEND

College Student Day Worsh·ip
Sunday, October 10th
11 :00 a.m.
at
First United Methodist Church
Owens Road, Prairie View, TX

Wilmer R. Bonner, Pastor
"Your friendly church away from home"

